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The eBook produces a gut reaction in people, and this ranges from skepticism and anxiety to guarded optimism and edgy excitement.

Electronic Books and the Approval Plan: Can They Work Together? by Michael Levine-Clark

Michael assesses the challenges for integrating eBooks into approval plans.

The Conundrum of eBooks and Interlibrary Loan by William Gee

William Gee is surprised to many, Interlibrary Loan is still heavily used, especially to borrow books. So what will be the relationship between eBooks and Interlibrary Loan?

Turning Pages: Reflections on eBook Acquisitions & Access Challenges by Lorraine Busby

Lorraine Busby asks this familiar question. The eBook produces a gut reaction in people, and this ranges from skepticism and anxiety to guarded optimism and edgy excitement.

Rx: eBooks by Millie Jackson

Millie discusses the pros and cons associated with adding eBooks one by one or bundle by bundle based on her experience as a collection development librarian at two institutions, Grand Valley State University and Florida State University.

Evaluating Engineering Reference eBooks by Barbara Williams

Barbara Williams focuses on the importance of getting quality user feedback and using it to make sound renewal and cancellation decisions.

Op Ed by Matthew Ismail

From far away American University in Cairo Matthew asks this familiar question.

Back Talk by Barbara Williams

Is change really important?

Incredible Edible India and Change Management by Tony Ferguson

—Is change really important?
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Reviews of Reference Titles by Tom Gilson

—This month one of Tom’s selections is the Encyclopedia of the American Revolutionary War: a Political, Social, and Military History published by ABC-CLIO.

Book Reviews by Debbie Vaughn

—In this issue, explore travelogues of yore and theories of creativity.
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